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About This Game

Are you really ready for the zombie apocalypse?

Zombie Training Simulator is the dominant authority and world's most advanced zombie preparation tool. We tra 5d3b920ae0
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This game is WAY MORE FUN than I thought, it's well worth the money. It looks way better than what you can appreciate in
the trailer.. This game looks cheap and lazy, but its AWESOME! So much fun!! Simple, yet briliant!. I'm pleaasantly surprised
at this game. It avoids being too scary (though it's intense when things start falling apart and the zombie cutouts make it within
melee range) but is addictive. I keep coming back to this game. The huge numbers of targets you have to destroy each wave in
survival mode can get ridiculous, but you can really get into the zone as a result, it almost becomes like meditation. I feel that
some of the skill test sections are a little meh, though challenging yourself to improve your personal high score, and advancing
in the global ladder makes it something I come back to for a little variery. I also sort of wish that there's a way to mirror the
table layout, As a leftie, it actually works nicely for me to reach with my right hand for steak, grenade, or other explosives. My
wife, however, has a harder time since she needs to reach over her shooting arm, or momentarily stop shooting to use her right
hand to use an item. Overall a fun shooting gallery that I enjoyed more than I thought (personally find it having more variety
than space pirate trainer, though I think you should get both if you have the money).. Great fun and the shooting feels solid. Fun
to just take turns trying to beat each other's top scores locally, or competing with buddies online in the leaderboards.. Multiple
modes and endless fun.. Funny little gem with a lot of replay-ability. It looks and feels much better in VR than what I was
expected from watching videos.. This is one of my favorite VR games so far. Clear graphics and cool art style, fluid controls
and a lot of content. There are a few different modes, challenges, unlocks, levels, and scoreboards to prevent monotony. It's
definitely the best shooter VR experience I've tried. I highly recommend checking this game out, it's a lot of fun.. I wanted to
enjoy this game. The lighthearted zombie cutouts were amusing, the game looked and felt good, and the sounds of the guns were
solid. However it's just not worth $20 by any stretch of the imagination ($10 would be more favorable, but still iffy). The game
is so bare in it's content, that it's just not that fun after an hour or two. Yeah I can unlock more guns (Progression is actually a
great tool that some of these content-lacking VR games should use), and there are leaderboards. But outside of those there's
really nothing. The gameplay is very bland, the shooting mechanics while acceptable, seriously need some more active "reload"
mechanism, and regardless of the change in levels they all feel identical. VR is pretty bare game-wise at the time of this review,
but even still this sort of empty feeling game just feels overpriced.. Amazing. Even more fun than Space Pirate Trainer, and my
new favorite VR shooter.
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